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MINUTES OF SITE VISIT IN DOLNO PEROVO – MUNICIPALITY OF RESEN

10 January 2023

Project Title: Building of sewage system and WWTP in Municipality of Resen and

Building of sewage system and WWTP in Municipality of Devoll

Publication reference: IPA/2021/429-013/7

The Tender Dossier were published on the web sites of the Association Center for Civic Initiative,

Municipality of Devoll and Municipality of Resen.

A mandatory site visit was held on 10th of January 2022 at 09:00h a.m. in Municipality of Resen

(Village Dolno Perovo)

Representatives of 2 companies and representatives from CCI and Municipality of Resen were

present.

The visit started at 09.00h a.m. in the Resen Municipality, where the partners registered the

companies and reminded the participants the following points:

 Deadline for submission of tenders;

 Deadline for additional questions;

 Date for tender openning session;

 The site visit is mandatory;

 Participants will recieve certificates for acknowledgement of participation for the site visit;

 Participants were reminded to attach the original copies of the certificates to their tenders.
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After the short overview of deadlines and necessary information, the participants continued to

the village Dolno Perovo. The first station of the visit was the point where the sewerage system

route is supposed to start, the representative from the Municipality gave short presentation of the

construction project whereupon the participants continued the visit along the whole planned

sewerage route.

Two specific stops along the way were done at the places where there are two canals which the

sewerage system need to cross, and ultimately the visit finished at the place where the Waste

Water Treatment Plan (WWTP) is going to be constructed.

At the end of the visit, the companies were prompt to ask any question they might have, however

there were no specific questions, so they were given the certificate for attendance on the site visit.


